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A Message From Your Editor Judy Keenan

M

arch, the start of Spring! The March
equinox occurs on March 20th. It
marks the start of the spring season.
Warmer weather, sunny days, flowers springing up
and much more!

tulips, crocus, hyacinths and
any other pretty flowers.
Back in 1991, Congress designated March as Irish-American
Heritage Month. On March 17,
1762, the world’s first St.
Patrick’s Day parade was held in
New York City. If anyone knows
of a parade around our area, maybe we could all
meet and celebrate the holiday. Give us a call and
we could do an e-blast of the activity.

In the early Roman calendar, March was the first
month of the calendar year. It was the start of new
beginnings. So with that in mind, I have my positive
thinking cap on and looking forward to some great
get-togethers, road trips, and ice cream trips with
our club.
On page 14 you will see what we have planned so
far. If there are any activities you would like to add
or lead, please let me or anyone on the board
know. Our contact information is on page 2 of this
newsletter. Even if it is just a day out to view some
of our areas’ beautiful gardens with the daffodils,

“Friction

In this time of stress and challenging times from
the Covid-19 epidemic, I am grateful for my GVACS
friends. I am looking forward to this summer to be
so much better! Hang in there!
Blessings, Judy

NIAGARA
CUSTOM
PLATING

Material Specialist”

Samuel Damico

Michael Bobick

2538 Seneca Avenue

PH (585) 924-3717
827 Phillips Road
FX (585) 924-3713
Victor, New York
www.rochesterclutch.com info@rochesterclutch.com

Niagara Falls, NY 14305
716/297-1410
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A Message From Your President Don Dear

he groundhog predicted 6 more weeks of winter, so spring should be heading our way this
month. Time to think about some of your car
projects. My ‘56 Ford Fairlane will soon have power
steering.

speaker lined up at this
time. In our latest communication with the church,
they are still not having
services in their building
and no outside groups are
allowed to use the facilities.

Congratulations to Guy Bennett. He is our most recent
recipient of the AACA Pin, which acknowledges his 50+
year membership in AACA. Guy actually joined in 1958,
which means 62 years in AACA. Wow! He and Anita
have contributed so much to the car hobby. They have
enjoyed the hobby at the national level and with our
GVACS members.

Information on the August
GVACS tour is in this issue.
Mark your calendar for
this fun time together with
your GVACS friends. Our tour will take us to the Bradford, Pennsylvania area.

The COVID virus is still with us and impacts us in every
way. We are all trying to line up a dose of the vaccine.
Not easy. Good luck to all! Check out your Brass Lamp
for current calendar updates and be on the lookout for
occasional e-blasts. Changes are still happening.

There are several activity slots available for GVACS
events. Check out our calendar. Call your Board to volunteer.

The March meeting has been cancelled. We have no

Enjoy the ride!

Don

“BUY WHERE THE PROS BUY”

995 CARTER STREET•ROCHESTER, NY 14621
PHONE:
585.467.5858
OR
5 8 5 . 3 4 2 . 7 0 2 6
E MAIL: SALES@ARATARIAUTOFINISHERS.COM
WWW.ARATARIAUTOFINISHERS.COM

Catering
THE
& Parties
LOG
315/986-9224
CABIN
2445 West Walworth Rd.
RESTAURANT Macedon, NY 14502
The area’s largest Wednesday nite cruise in. Come join us.
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NO ANNIVERSARIES THIS MONTH

01 James VanWyk

17 Brian Burke

02 Ron DeGroff

20 Jean Sherry

02 Joan VanDeWall

20 Nancy Dierks

05 John Adams

23 Eugene Cassata

10 Murray Stahl

23 Chuck Lynn

15 Bob Gaylord

26 Bob Dilger

16 Dick Walther

29 Sandy Herritt

Please keep Bud Peters in your thoughts.
As of this writing, Bud is currently in the
hospital. He’s had a tough year with hip
replacement, rehab, then a couple of
falls, etc. Join us in sending him a card to
help keep his spirits up.
Paul Zelter
825 Phillips Road
Victor, NY 14564
P: 585-924-9199
F: 585-398-7934

Condolences to Bob and Connie Dilger
and the family of William (Bill) Keller III
who passed away January 22, 2021, during open heart
surgery. William (Bill) was Bob and Connie Dilger’s
son-in-law. He was married to Audrey for 34 years and
had 2 grown sons.
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A Short History of This 1945 Jeep by John Frater
I bought this jeep in 2015. I intended to restore it.
Here is my 3 year Odyssey!

(he has a 1944 Ford GPW jeep) and Bill had restored
a number of Porsches and helped Dick innumerable
times on his 1944 jeep. They knew of someone who
had an unheated storage space that might be available and it was next to a welder’s shop. Looking at
the body, I realized this was exactly what I’d need.

I bought the jeep at an eBay auction. I’d seen the
listing with photographs, asked the owner a few
questions, then bid and won. I’d asked the owner if I
could inspect it before paying if I won the auction,
and he agreed. Upon finding out that I won, I hired
a local Houston auto
inspector (since the jeep
was located there) to visit
the jeep and inspect it. I
received an email with the
condition described as I
expected, and the registration paperwork, and
proceed to pay for the
vehicle. I hired a carrier to
load and transport the
jeep to Rochester. The carrier had an enclosed truck
which was important to me since there were lots of
small miscellaneous pieces which I thought might
blow off or disappear in an open car carrier.

After securing the space
and moving the jeep there,
we noodled around first
steps. The body was so
rough that I realized the
best option was going to
be to take it off and have it
either sandblasted or
dipped. Fortunately the
building I was renting had
a steel frame, so Dick, Bill
and I attached a chain
hoist to an exposed steel
beam and proceeded to lift the body off the frame. I
rented a U-Haul truck and we were able to horse the
body tub, along with all the disassembled fenders,
hood, windshield frame and a few other parts into
the truck with inches to spare on each side. The
body then went to a local sandblaster.

I knew the jeep was in pieces from the description. I
fully anticipated that I’d need to at best reassemble
it and at worst completely rebuild or restore it. I
ended up doing mostly the later.

As I was looking at the jeep in its mostly disassembled state, I could see several things. First, the body
is a real Ford Motor Company body (depending on
the year, Ford, Willys, and ACM built jeep bodies.)
The body has a (very) small Ford serial number tag
riveted onto the outside driver’s side firewall. The
engine looked vintage, but the cylinder head had the
Willys name and Jeep logo cast on it, obviously not a
1945 production era part. An original Ford engine
wouldn’t have those markings. After more investigation, it appears the block is a Ford block (according
to the casting number.) The cylinder head must have
been swapped out at some point before I got it. This
certainly wouldn’t have been unusual for a working
jeep. In fact, the engine block has a sticker on it that
says ‘”Factory Reconditioned,” so the new head may
have been added then-or later - by a Willis factory.

About 2 weeks later, the jeep arrived. I pushed it
into my garage and began an inspection. I found the
following: The engine was not mounted to the frame
but was held in (approximate) place by heavy canvas
crane straps (think of the thick straps used by a
crane to pick up irregular shaped objects.) The
steering wheel was in place but the steering box was
not connected to the wheels. One driveshaft was in
the back seat and the other was missing. The
radiator was in the back seat. There were no
instruments or wiring. The body was held onto the
chassis with about 6 bolts (normally there are 16!)
And the body was full of holes, rust, and flaking
paint. Let the project begin!
Now that I had the vehicle, where would I start?
Fortunately, I ran into two friends who came over to
take a look and give me some ideas - Dick Senges
and Bill Sigel. Dick was already a jeep enthusiast

While the body was out, we next began to look at
the frame and engine. The prior owner had already
started to restore the frame. Most of the rust had
6
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A Short History of This 1945 Jeep Continued from page 6
been removed and it had been partially primed. I
began by ordering lots of parts and started bolting
the obvious ones onto the frame. Some of those
included the mounting plates for shock absorbers
(there weren’t any), steering box brackets (there
weren’t any), brake master cylinder brackets (there
weren’t …), etc.

could at last see metal! After the engine also had a
thorough cleaning and was partially painted, it didn’t
look too bad. Now if it would just run!
It turned out that someone had modified the rear
mounting plate on the engine, they’d cut off one of
the ears that attached the engine to the chassis. So
the first order of business was build a part to replace
that. Bill designed and measured the metal and I
found a local shop who sold the metal and drilled it.
While we were doing that, Bill suggested I should
have the head ground flat. I found a local machine
shop that did lots of engine rebuilding who did the
work. Next it was time to mount all the accessoriesstarter, distributor, new spark plugs and wires,
voltage regulator, coil, fuel pump and water pump.
Under Bill’s direction, I took the flywheel off and had
it resurfaced. I sent the carb out to be rebuilt. It was
now back to the chain hoist to install the engine.

By this time, the body had come back from
sandblasting. I was able to fit it on 3 mover’s dollies
by standing it up on its back end. Many modern auto
bodies, especially convertibles, are so heavy and
weak that when removed from the frame they start
to flex. Since the jeep body was built as a ‘tub’, it
was sturdy enough that it could stand on its own.
Since it was on wheeled dollies, I had the advantage
of being able to move it around so I could get at any
part (except the rear end it was standing on.) More
on this later.
Now it was time to decide what to do about the
engine. It looked like it had seen recent use, but
almost anything could
have been wrong with
it. Really the only way
to tell was to send it
out for a rebuild or try
to start it. Of course, I
could also have just
bought a new or
rebuilt engine, of
which there are several floating around at
any time in the jeep
world. I decided to see
if it would start first,
and if not, then to go
to the other options.

After a lot of jockeying with the hoist, we finally got
the engine positioned. I changed the oil-it didn’t look
too bad. I installed a
radiator and connected the hoses to the
water pump. I rigged
a gas can in the air to
gravity feed the fuel
line to the engine,
and rigged the battery
power from the 6 volt
battery to coil and
distributor so I could
crank the starter by
holding a power wire
to it. Now for the
moment of truth…
It started! It took
about an hour, but it
started! We cranked it for a long while until it
finally caught, hesitated, caught, hesitated, and
stalled. Finally after who knows how many times, it
began to run-roughly at first but eventually it
evened out. Boy was I excited now! I had a running
engine. except who knew if it would produce any
horsepower, or leak badly, or had a cracked engine
block, or blow a rod under first power, or any of

The first step was to
lift the engine out of its straps where it was laying in
the jeep. Again the chain hoist was used. Once it was
out and on the floor, I tried to clean as much grease
and grime off it as possible, but some parts were just
unbelievably thickly coated. We ended up taking off
the bell housing and taking that to a local car wash,
spraying it with Gunk grease remover, and then pressure washing it. After about 3 of these treatments, I
7
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A Short History of This 1945 Jeep Continued from page 7
the other things that could go wrong!

patched, and Doug the welder came over to begin
the work. I would end up cutting out a number of
spots and grinding the edges. He would then help me
cut a piece of replacement metal, and he’d weld it.
I’d then go back and do more finish grinding and
priming.
This
process
was
spread over several
months,
although it probably only took a
week of actual
days to complete.

Next it was time to see if the chassis, drivetrain, and
brakes would fit together. Bill offered to rebuild the
steering box. I got the rebuild kit and he rebuilt it.
We installed the shock absorbers. We installed the
master cylinder and
all the brake linesthe chassis had
come with none.
We replaced the
cylinders on each
wheel and it looked
like the brakes
would work. Now
on
to
the
drivetrain.

Once most of
the body holes
were filled, I did
The transmission
some
simple
and transfer case
pounding out of
had been bolted to
dents. I decided
the frame when I
that I didn’t
received the jeep. I
want to restore
had no idea if they
The author’s father, Fred Frater, in front of ‘his’ jeep with
the
jeep
to
worked. I had the
Russian soldiers during the occupation of Berlin, summer 1945.
pristine,
factory
same choice as with
the engine-try them to see what happened, rebuild fresh condition. I don’t have the skills for that. Inthem, or buy new. It turns out I wasn’t as lucky as stead, I wanted to rebuild it to be close to period correct, so I didn’t mind a few dents and dings. After all,
with the engine!
the minute a jeep like this went into service, it startWhile the engine was out, it made sense to replace ed receiving dents, dings, and worse. In the jeep
one of the obvious wear parts-the clutch. I’d ordered world, they refer to this as ‘motor pool ready.’ With
the parts and they were ready. We had taken the the body off, I’d started to install a new wiring hartransmission and transfer case off to reinstall the ness.
It
was
easier
to
install
the
engine and start it. Now we reinstalled the harness while the dashboard was at about shoulder
transmission and transfer case, along with the new height, instead of trying to install it crawling under
clutch. I took the one driveshaft to a local shop and the dash on my back. I followed some instructions
had them rebalance it and cut a new driveshaft to from the G503 site (the jeep restorer’s Bible site!),
replace the missing one. Once installed, we put the but realized after that there is a better way (install
jeep up on 4 jacks and started it to see what would the master light switch wires to this switch, since
happen-would the wheels spun under their own most wires connect here and then thread the wires
power? Good news!
thru the holes. Those wire connectors are so darn
While all this work had been going on, I’d been small you need tiny hands to fit under the dash!) I
picking away at the body tub. Since the body tub was also painted the body olive drab, now it was really
original with a Ford serial number tag on it, I wanted starting to look like a jeep!
to keep it, instead of replacing it with a reproduction. Now it was time to remount the body. We used the
I had marked a number of holes that had to be chain hoist to position the body and work the steer8
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A Short History of This 1945 Jeep Continued from page 8
ing column thru the floorboard so the body sat on
the frame. The body was skewed about ¾ of an inch
on the frame. I spent about 2 weeks looking for the
offending cause. I finally realized that it was due to
improper position of the gas tank well. The jeep
body has a well that the gas tank sits in. This is an
integral part of the body tub. The frame that has
several steel supports around the circumference of
the gas tank well. I believe someone had taken off
the gas tank well and welded it back on, at a slightly
skewed angle, so the rest of the body followed the
skew. Oh well, I decided not to take the body off to
fix it. This later caused the front left fender to be
misaligned by about the same ¾ inch.

for a rebuild, and this allowed me to get to
second gear.
Now it was time to drive it! I got it licensed,
inspected, and insured. I began adding
accoutrements such as the rope wound around the
front bumper, the tools on the side (called the
pioneer tool kit), the first aid kit and more. There’s
always something else to add. I’ve put about 200
miles on it this year (2018) so far.

I did all the work in an unheated garage, so when
winter came, the work really slowed down. I was
also teaching part time during the project, so that
interfered with my schedule. If I’d been doing the
work full time in a heated shop, I think I would have
finished in just a few months.

Next I installed the front driver’s seat and made an
adjustment for bigger boys! Jeeps were designed in
1940 when the average American serviceman was a
bit smaller than today! Some cutting and welding of
the seat frame gave me more room. I hope the jeep
police will not mind! Now it was time to start the
jeep and see if I could actually get it moving under its
own power. After installing the gas tank and
plumbing, the jeep started. If I started it in a gear
and let the clutch out, it would drive. But I couldn’t
actually shift while the engine was running? I had a
number of friends look at the symptoms, and no one
had an easy solution. Oh well…

I’ll mark the jeep with US Army designations in honor
of my father, Fred Frater, who served in the Second
World Was in the 82nd Airborne Division in gliders.
He was stationed in England before going to Europe
in July 1944, and participated in Operation Market
Garden, the Battle of the Bulge, the liberation of the
Wobbelin concentration camp (some of his photos
from this event are in the Holocaust Museum in
Washington, DC.), and the occupation of Berlin at
the war’s end. Look at the two photos I have of him
with ‘his’ jeep!
Thanks to my friends, without whom I couldn’t have
finished this project - Dick Senges, Bill Sigel,
Dave Hasler, Doug Ryon, Tim Green, Geoff Milligan,
Lester Katzel, Jim Hargett, Ed Tudor, and Don Lichty.

Now it was time to get the rest of the jeep ready. I
installed the instruments, lights, and the rest of the
wiring. I installed the windshield, hood, fenders and
other accoutrements. The shifting problem would
need more expertise that I could provide, so I took it
to Barry’s shop in East Rochester. They discovered
that when I’d installed the transmission I’d bent the
clutch plate. This was probably the result of trying to
install the transmission without a jack. It’s heavy and
trying to hold it in place while tightening bolts
caused the plate to bend. But I was getting closer!
Now the only problems were that it leaked a pint
of oil every time I drove it, and I couldn’t use
second gear.

Things to look for on this jeep:

‘Photographer’ painted on front, just as on my Dad’s
jeep – see the wartime photo.
See the lube gun under hood, oil can on firewall.
The first aid kit is printed with instructions in French
and German for the European theatre.
The hole in front bumper is for the hand crank (to
start the engine!)
The hand crank is at the rear.

Fixing these last two problems also would require
more experience than I had. So I asked Igor if he
could change the rear engine seal, which he did. This
reduced the leak. I took the transmission to Batavia

The bicycle style, old fashioned air pump is under the
back seat.

Rebuilding it was almost as much fun as driving it!
9
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What the Automobile Can Do - A Murray Stahl Muse
Copied from the 1903 Automobile Review Magazine
The automobile is a most prominent factor in mod- ment in the science of road locomotion than in any
ern education and travel and a pleasant form of other direction. He has created a machine that travtransportation that appeals more potently, and els over a mile a minute on a track and has averaged
widely, to the intelligence of the man or woman, over 40 miles an hour for 500 miles on ordinary
than any other form of
roads. A machine that will
enjoyment. Yachting has
outstrip ordinary mail
its discomforts and perils,
trains, or move as gently
appealing to but few of
through the streets as a
the many who have the
hansom cab; a machine
means to indulge in it. The
that will take its owner
horse has its limitations
across the continent as easand cannot travel day and
ily as it will take him down
night continuously. Peoto his office from his suburple are more stimulated
ban home.
by the automobile than by
Don't turn your back on the
any other sport, and the
sport if a large machine is
man who knows nothing
beyond your means. Get a
whatever of mechanics or
runabout; they are reliable
engineering finds unaland handier for the everyday business man than a
loyed pleasure in automobiling. Within a decade the French racing or touring car.
genius of the engineer has achieved more advance1903 Automobile Review
Automobile Illinois legislature have passed a of the time, with consequent uneconomical
measure known as the Lyons bill, limiting the operation, vibration and noise, and made minor
maximum-minimum speed of automobiles in Cook troubles more constant and liable to happen. For
county, IL, to 15 miles an hour, except where other- some reason or another it never occurs to the
wise expressly provided by incorporated cities or ordinary legislator to consult an expert in matters
towns, and to cap the climax, the South Park mechanical, before framing restrictive legislation.
commissioners of Chicago have passed
Fifteen miles an hour in the streets of a
an ordinance forbidding the use of the
city with twenty-five to thirty in open
boulevards to automobiles unless
country might be acceptable to
numbered in letters at least 5 inches
motorists, but the terms of the present
high and one and one-half wide.
bill most certainly are not and they
must be modified. By the terms of the
Dealing first with the speed
law, violators can be fined not less than
restrictions, as every practical automo$25 nor more than $200, and may be
bilist knows, 15 miles an hour is a
thrown into jail for three months.
ridiculous speed limit, especially in the
Claimants for
damages
against
open country, and either Mr. Lyons
automobilists
will
only
have
to
show
never drove a car or he is more timid
the injury and prove that the motorist
than his name would indicate. This
was running at an unlawful speed to
speed was about the limit employed In
make a prima facie case. Among other
the New York to Boston endurance contest, and it
was immediately evident that it was too slow; it restrictions are the coming to a full stop, if it shall
hardly allowed the engines to turn over fast enough appear that any horse is about to become
for good ignition, kept the low gears In a great part frightened.
10
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How Oakland Motor Car Company became Pontiac - January 20, 1909
From Tom @ Vanguard Motor Sales

A

fter just one year of production, Oakland

By the middle of the decade, General Motors

Motor Car Company principal founder

leadership saw gaps in their product line. To attract

Edward Murphy sold half the company to

new buyers, GM introduced the Companion Make

General Motors on this day in 1909. General Motors

Program. This system introduced Lasalle, which fit

had

been

between

founded

Buick and

just

Cadillac, as

four

months

well

prior, and

Marquette

already

and Viking

had a stake

to

in

between

Buick

as

sit

and

Buick and

Oldsmo-

Oldsmo-

bile. When

bile. How-

Murphy

ever, Pon-

died

the

tiac

be-

following

came

the

summer,

first

GM found-

panion

er William

make GM

com-

Durant made sure his new company acquired the

introduced, which fit between Chevrolet and

rest of Oakland’s stock.

Oakland.

Oakland became GM’s entry level car, where it

In 1926, Pontiac’s first year of production, it sold

competed with the Ford Model T. When GM

49,875 units. By 1929 Pontiac sold 163,000 more

acquired Chevrolet in 1917, Oakland moved up a

cars than its parent, Oakland. These figures and the

slot on the price ladder. Though it sat above Chevy,

onset of the Great Depression sealed Oakland’s fate.

GM had a long list of makes to place above it. In the

In 1931 Pontiac absorbed Oakland, making it the

early 1920s, those interested in more power and

first and only companion make to outlast its parent.

style could opt for, in ascending order of price, cars

Submitted by Don Dear

such as Oldsmobile, Buick and Cadillac.
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GVACS Allegheny Summer Tour
Plans are in place for our August tour. It will not be 1000 miles, but you can be guaranteed lots of fun
and laughs! Save the dates August 15-21. We will be traveling to Bradford, Pennsylvania, in the heart
of the Allegheny Mountains! Make sure your brakes are in tip top working order.
Tasting cheese, maybe wine, and maple syrup- yes! Several museums are on our itinerary- Zippo Case
Museum, Penn Brad Museum (think bubbling crude, oil, that is, black gold, Texas tea), Marilyn Horne
Museum, Lucy Desi Museum, National Comedy Museum, WWII museum and a lumber museum.
Walking the Kinzua Sky Walk is a must. Overlook is twice the height of the Statue of Liberty!
If you have any questions so far, call Chris Dear at (585)-230-4108.

(585) 334 - 7420

SCHUTTS APPLE MILL

(585) 321 - 1113 FAX

Sand Blast Service
We Blast and Paint Anything

CIDER * APPLES * CHEESE
1063 PLANK ROAD

WEBSTER, NY 14580

315 Commerce Drive

PHONE (585) 872-2924 — OPEN ALL YEAR

Rochester, NY 14623

Dick Barrett
Certified Appraiser

International Vehicle
Appraisers Network
21 Hallmont Circle
Penfield, New York 14526

585-943-1655
barrett@i-van.org
www.i-van.org/barrett.htm
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Secretary’s Report - February 2021
Thanks to all for paying your 2021 dues
by early January. Our 2021 Roster was
sent to AACA January 27th for their
review. They check to confirm that all our
members are AACA members. We
currently have 95 family unit members.
That includes one new member, Philip
Farley. Our 2021 Membership Directory
will be coming soon.

Welcome to Philip Farley,
our first new member for 2021!
Phil has been in the car business all his life
working at Pitts Pontiac-GMC (1969-Oct. 1997),
Pitts Ford-Mercury (Oct. 1997 – 2006), and now
part-time at Henderson Ford. He owns a 1962
Corvette and has particular interest in
’53-73 Chevys, ’64-72 Pontiacs, and ’65-72
Oldsmobiles.

The first day of Spring is March 20th and
Daylight savings begins March 14th.
Maybe we’ll have an early warm spring
and lots of light so we can start driving
and meeting outside!

Besides enjoying cars with Bev, he enjoys
golfing and football when the Bills are playing.
He also volunteers through his church
supporting Food Link.

Nancy Huffman,

Phil can be contacted at:
1021 Shoecraft Rd.,
Webster, NY 14580
585-269-0651,
farleyevette@yahoo.com

Secretary

AACA National Calendar and Other Events
March 2021

June 2021

17-20 - Special Winter Nationals & Special Grand
Nationals - San Juan, P.R. - Puerto Rico Region,
305-978-8037
April 2021

2-5 Eastern Division Tour (up to 1995)
Maryland - Eastern Shore Region
410-742-8342
17-19 Eastern Spring Nationals
Saratoga Springs, NY - Saratoga Region, 585-474-2406
July 2021

8-10 - Southeastern Spring Nationals, Charlotte, NC Hornets Nest Region, 704-847-4215

11-16 Vintage Tour (1931 and earlier)
Lock Haven/Wellsboro, PA
717-534-1910
August 2021

15-16, 2021 - AACA Annual Convention
Phila, PA 717-534-1910
20-23 - Southeastern Divisional Tour (1996 and earlier)
Central Fl - King of the Road Chapter, 352-638-0502
May 2021

13-14, 2021 - Western Fall Nationals
Loveland, Colorado, Poudre Valley Region
970-686-9291

6-8 Central Spring Nationals (tentative date/location)
Auburn, Indiana - 717-534-1910

September 2021

20-25 Founders Tour (1932-1996)
Davis, WV - Mt. State Classics Region, 703-869-8434

9-11, 2021 - Southeastern Fall Nationals
Greenville, SC - SC Region - 864-275-2596
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GVACS Activities Calendar Updated January 07, 2021
Dates 2021

March 12, 2021 Event

April 9, 2021 Event

Activity/Event/Speaker

Organizer/Hosts

MEETING CANCELLED
Indoor Meeting: 7:00 PM
Topic/Speaker ???
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
3736 St. Paul Blvd, Rochester, NY
Indoor Meeting: 7:00 PM
Topic/Speaker: Honor Flight
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
3736 St. Paul Blvd, Rochester, NY

CANCELLED

Ron DeGroff

Brunch Run
Genesee Country Village & Museum

Brian & Mary Moon

June 2021 Event - Date TBD

Ice Cream
Social

Betty Reilly &
Bob & Judy Keenan

July 2021 Event - Date TBD

National Car Collector Appreciation Day Event

Need Vol./Organizer/Host

Allegheny Summer GVACS Tour
Bradford, PA

Dears

May 23, 2021

August 15-21, 2021
Event

Summer Picnic
Foreman Park,
Pultneyville, NY

August 26, 2021 Event

September 2021 Event
Date TBD

Mystery Tour (Tentative)

Joe & Linda Kozloski

Ron DeGroff

Mystery Tour (Tentative)
October 2021 Event - Date TBD

November 12, 2021 Event

? Do you have an Event Idea?

Need Vol./Organizer/Host

Indoor Meeting: 7:00 PM - Topic/Speaker: ?
Annual Meeting and Election of Officers
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
3736 St. Paul Blvd, Rochester, NY

Need Vol./Organizer/Host

Holiday Event - 1PM
Shadow Lake Golf and Racquet Club

Jerry and Nancy Huffman

December 12,
12, 2021
2021
December
14

15
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